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Holley 770 street avenger manual

Holley Street Avenger CarburetorDesigned specifically for street enthusiasts. Tuna to provide maximum performance. Street Avenger carburetors include adjustable vacuum secondarys with quick change (adjustable from light to wild), Gen IV No Trouble power valve, clear view caps for easy float
adjustment, built-in fuel inlet filters, electric throttling, and four vacuum doors. Road ready out of the box. Part type: CarburetorModel: Series 4150Application: Type of road fuel: PetrolNumber of barrels: 4CFM: 770Tip of choice: manualfuel input: double fuel inlet Size: 7/8-20 to 5/5/1 Inverted Flare8-18
Secondary Type: No Problem Quick Change Vacuum Secondary Accelerator Connection Button: UniversalFord Auto Trans Kickdown: YesBody: Glossy AluminumBooster Type: Down-LegScrew-In Air Bleeds: NoMetering: 1 2 CircuitIdle Circuit: 4 CornerPrimary Venturii Diameter: 1,375Di diameter
Secondary venturii: 1,375 Accelerator plate: Steel Accelerator cut Model: 5.16 x 5.62Preview diameter Throttle hole: 1.6875Deas the diameter of the secondary accelerator hole: 1.6875 Main measurement block: aluminum Secondary measurement block: aluminum Main fuel mouth: central hanging float,
aluminum Secondary fuel mouth: central hanging float, Aluminum Externally adjustable gallery: YesFuel Bowl Sight Windows: YesPrimary Accelerator Pump: 30cc Secondary Throttle Pump: None Major Jets : 72Secondary main jets: 75Jet extensions: NoQuick Change Jet Ports : NoPrimary Power valve:
6.5Secondary power wall: NAPower Valve Channel Restrictions (PVCR): NoPrimary Pump Nozzle Size: .025Second pump nozzle size: NAColore Secondary spring: PlainFinish: Polished AluminumVacuum Port - Timed (Spark): 1Vacuum Port - Full Vacuum: 2PCV Port: 1Manufacturer:
HolleyManufacturer's Part Number: 0-85770Fish: 10.0 lbs. Warranty: Holley Performance Products ensures that its new performance products are urged by material and processing defects for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. The Holleys limited warranty does not apply specifically to
products that have been (a) modified or modified in any way; (b) subjected to adverse conditions such as improper use, negligence, accident, improper installation or regulation, dirt or other contaminants, water, corrosion or faulty repair; or (c) used in applications other than those recommended by Holley
Performance Products. Holley also does not guarantee and disclaims all responsibility for products used in tender activities and/or applications other than those specifically recommended in the current Holley. This limited warranty is extended only to the original consumer. This limited warranty is not
assignable or otherwise transferable. There is no guarantee that they will go beyond those set out in this document. Holley does not offer any other guarantees, explicit or implied beyond this limited warranty. In the event of an alleged material or processing defect, Holley's liability is strictly limited or
replace the defective product. Holley has no other explicit or implicit obligations. The determination of the final guarantee will be at Holley's sole discretion. Holley will not be liable for (a) actual or presumed labor, transportation or other ancillary expenses; or (b) actual or alleged consequential or other
damages suffered by holley performance products.Quantity: Sold as EachNote: Does not work with A.O.D. Holley broadcasts #0-81770 Carburetor, Street Avenger, 770 cfm, Square Hole, 4 barrels, Vacuum, Double Inlet, Manual Suffocation, Silver, Each. Description H19-081770: Holley created these
Street Avenger carburetors to deliver hassle-free performance in an easy bolt-on-and-go package. Holley eliminated the tuning problems common to other carbohydrates and calibrated these for the desired performance. They are equipped with an adjustable measurement system, contain fuel filters in
primary and secondary bowls, external floating adjustments, a manual choker, adjustable secondary, a power valve saving and a double-feed rubber fuel line. Features:* No Trouble quick change vacuum secondaries* Vacuum secondarys allow use on a wide variety of vehicles* Manual throttling* Dual
fuel input* Ford A/T kickdown, it doesn't work with A.O.D.* 1 timed port (spark), 2 full vacuum and 1 PCV* port intended for serious street enthusiasts* Calibrated for a monstrous low-end torque, impressive acceleration and un peer-to-peer high-end power. Bolt on &amp; go designs the carburetors of
Holley's Street Avenger series have been taken to the next level. Street Avenger carburetors are known to bolt right out of the box, so what could be better than a ™ Holley Street Avenger? How about an aluminum one? They save weight and look good. The glossy tumble aluminum finish will keep its



shine for a long time to come or can be polished by hand for a quality shine of the show. The new Aluminum Avenger carburetors have the same great characteristics as their zinc counterparts as a secondary vacuum fast-changing for easy tussing; four vacuum doors for all necessary vacuum accessories;
factory-preset electrical throttling for easy start-ups; integrated fuel filters; and an included fuel line kit so that there are no unnecessary trips back to the parts store. Aluminum Avengers feature the same optimized road calibration as the zinc version so you know they'll work great on your vehicle. Another
new feature of aluminum street avenger is an on-site glass at the level clear fuel for easy and messless float adjustments. The Avenger series is the first carburetor to have a limited-life warranty. With a great warranty like that and the full instruction manual included, you can count on years of worry-free
service. Equipped with a glossy tumble finish - it can also be hand polished Optimized road calibration that works-out-of-the-box Manual choker (operated cable, hand operated) for Cold start control Glass fuel-level viewing windows for easy and safe float adjustments Vacuum secondarys allow use on a
wide variety of vehicles. Quick Change vacuum housing cap allows you to tune in for performance or fuel economy (springs included) 4 angles of inactivity allows you to precisely control the Aluminum Construction idle system for 44% weight savings compatible with the GM, Chrysler and Ford A/T
kickdown connection. Additional parts may be required. Fuel line kit included so that there are no unnecessary trips back to the limited life warranty part store - Guaranteed to be free of defects in the material and processing throughout the life of the product! 100% wet-flow tested by Holley technicians to
make sure it arrives ready to work! Installation instructions Numerical list of carburetor IMPORTANT: Holley carburetor sizing selector Fits: 1966-1991 AMC 290, 304, 343, 360, 390, 401 engines V8 Barrels 4 Booster Down Leg Brand Holley CFM 770 Choke Manual emission code 3 Finish Polished fuel
Petrol Input Double Material Aluminum Model 4150 Primary main jet 70 Primary power valve 6.5 Primary pump nozzle Size 31 Product type Secondary Vacuum Secondary Main Jet 75 Super application Charge No Throttle Bore 1,688 inches Vacuum Ports 1 timed port (spark), 2 full, and 1 PCV Part
Number port 0-85770 We suggest reviews *Free shipping &amp; Handling offered only to contiguous U.S. on orders over $100, excludes authorization parts and large packages. Some parties are not legal for use in California or other states with similar regulations. Regulations.
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